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Abstract

Monazite is a potential matrix for conditioning minor actinides arising from spent fuel reprocessing. The matrix behavior under irradiation must be investigated to ensure long-term containment performance. Monazite compounds were irradiated by gold and helium ions to simulate the consequences of alpha decay. This article describes the effects of such irradiation on the structural and macroscopic properties (density, hardness) of monazites LaPO₄ and La₀.7₃⁻Ce₀.2₇PO₄. Irradiation by gold ions results in major changes in the material properties. At a damage level of 6.7 dpa, monazite exhibits volume expansion of about 8.1%, a 59% drop in hardness, and structure amorphization, although Raman spectroscopy analysis shows that the phosphate-oxygen bond is unaffected. Conversely, no change in the properties of these compounds was observed after He ion implantation. These results indicate that ballistic effects predominate in the studied dose range.
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1. Introduction

Monazite compounds have been a subject of particular interest since the 1980s as a potential matrix for conditioning the minor actinides [1]. Monazite is a rare earth orthophosphate Ln$^{3+}$PO$_4$ (where “Ln” is La to Gd) crystallizing in a monoclinic system (space group P$2_1/n$, $Z = 4$). It consists of alternating chains of PO$_4$ tetrahedra and LnO$_9$ polyhedra. Tetravalent cations can be incorporated with a divalent cation at the lanthanide site. In this case the orthophosphate Ca$^{2+}$B$^{4+}$(PO$_4$)$_2$ is called brabantite by mineralogists, although its crystallographic structure is exactly the same as that of monazite. The solid solution between the pure monazite Ln$^{3+}$PO$_4$ and brabantite Ca$^{2+}$B$^{4+}$(PO$_4$)$_2$ poles allows simultaneous loading of trivalent and tetravalent cations.

Most studies of natural analogs concern ceramics incorporating trivalent lanthanides and tetravalent actinides such as uranium and thorium. These natural monazite-brabantite solid solutions are capable of incorporating actinides in large quantities (up to 15 oxide wt% thorium and 6 oxide wt% of uranium) [2-4]; they exhibit good chemical durability [5] and are never metamict despite sometimes very high integrated doses (~$2 \times 10^{20}$ α/g, i.e. 14 dpa) [6-8], indicating a structure with satisfactory self-irradiation resistance. Experimental studies show that monazite is able to restore its structure at low temperature [9].

The literature includes many publications on synthetic compounds doped with trivalent [10-16] or tetravalent [17-19] actinides, but relatively few papers dealing with compounds incorporating both tri- and tetravalent elements [20]. These studies describe structural modifications (amorphization) and microstructural changes (swelling) in the materials as a result of cumulative irradiation damage arising from alpha decay. Amorphization of $^{238}$PuPO$_4$ was observed at a dose of $8.6 \times 10^{17}$ α/g (0.1 dpa), whereas (La,$^{238}$Pu)PO$_4$ remained crystallized after integrated doses of up to $2.5 \times 10^{18}$ α/g (0.25 dpa) [21]. Moreover, in addition to the amorphization process, a crystal lattice volume increase of about 1.1% was observed in $^{241}$AmPO$_4$ ceramics after integrating a dose of $8.3 \times 10^{17}$ α/g (0.1 dpa) [22].

External irradiation has also been used to simulate alpha decay, and shows that monazite can be amorphized by heavy ions (Kr) for damage of less than 2 dpa [23-24]. However, the monazite structure can be easily be restored by annealing at low-temperature (300°C) [25] or under an electron beam [24-26].

The self-irradiation behavior of monazite combines two opposing phenomena: defect creation by alpha disintegration, and low-temperature annealing capacity for the recrystallization of the structure. This dichotomy is no doubt responsible for the very scattered critical amorphization doses (0.1 to 2 dpa) reported for this structure in the literature [21-23].
In this work we have attempted to elucidate the underlying mechanisms responsible for the long-term changes in the properties of the monazite matrix. We used external irradiation to simulate the consequences of cumulative alpha decay on the structure and properties of monazite. The use of different elements (Au, He) to irradiate the samples allowed us to discriminate between damage caused by the recoil nucleus and by the recoiled nucleus and by the alpha particle.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

Two rare earth orthophosphates, LaPO₄ and La₀.73Ce₀.27PO₄, were prepared by solid-phase reaction according to the protocol described by Montel [27]. This synthesis route involves the following reactions:

\[
\text{La}_2\text{O}_3 + 2\text{NH}_4\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4 \rightarrow 2\text{LaPO}_4 + 2\text{NH}_3 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad \text{(I)}
\]

\[
0.73\text{La}_2\text{O}_3 + 0.54\text{CeO}_2 + 2\text{NH}_4\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4 \rightarrow 2\text{La}_{0.73}\text{Ce}_{0.27}\text{PO}_4 + 2\text{NH}_3 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} + 0.135\text{O}_2 \quad \text{(II)}
\]

The specific surface area was increased by attrition milling of the precursors and calcined powder samples in a zirconia jar for 2 h at 450 rpm with zirconia beads 1 and 2 mm in diameter (50% of each size), then oven-dried at 100°C.

Pellets were produced by 70 MPa uniaxial press compaction at room temperature, then sintered in air for 4 hours at 1450°C. The geometric density of the sintered pellets was determined by weighing and dimensional measurements (Table 1).

Insert Table 1

XRD analysis confirmed that the crystallized and monoclinic structure of both compounds studied. No secondary phase was detected using this technique. The measured lattice parameters were consistent with published data (Table 1) [19, 28]. Scanning electron microscope examination (Fig. 1 and 2) confirmed that both materials were single-phase compounds.

Insert Figure 1 – Figure 2

2.2. Ion beam irradiation

The integrated dose variation versus time after disposal in a monazite-brabantite compound incorporating 10 oxide wt% actinide oxides is shown in Fig 3.

Insert Figure 3
Alpha decay generates a recoil nucleus with an energy between 70 and 100 keV and a very high-energy alpha particle of about 5 MeV that captures two electrons to produce a helium atom in the structure. The kinetic energy of these particles is deposited in the host material by two distinct processes [30]:

- ballistic processes corresponding to elastic collisions between atomic nuclei, resulting in atomic displacements; the energy deposited by this process is written $E_{\text{nuc}}$.
- ionization and electronic excitation processes resulting in a temperature rise in the material and capable under certain conditions of inducing a few atomic displacements; the energy deposited by this process is written $E_{\text{elec}}$.

The energy fractions transferred by the two process for external irradiation and actinide-doped materials are indicated in Table 2. The recoil nucleus has a range of about 40 nm in the material and transfers its energy mainly through ballistic processes, causing many atomic displacements ($\approx$ 1500 displacements per event). The alpha particle has a range of a few tens of micrometers, transferring virtually all its energy through process ionization and, near the end of its track, a very small fraction in the form of elastic collisions generating about 100 atomic displacements.

**Insert Table 2**

To a large extent external irradiation with He and Au ions can be used to simulate energy deposits corresponding respectively to the alpha particle and recoil nucleus. In the case of irradiation by helium ions the energy fractions ($f_{\text{elec}}$ and $f_{\text{nuc}}$) are practically identical to those of the decay alpha particle, whereas with Au ions the energy fraction deposited by inelastic processes ($f_{\text{elec}}$) is higher (see Table 2). The fluence values were selected to simulate a deposited energy per unit volume comparable to the level after 1000 years in a monazite-brabantite matrix containing 10 oxide wt% minor actinides (Fig. 3). This corresponds to a nuclear damage range between 0.03 and about 7 dpa. The deposited energy per unit volume was calculated on the basis of simulations with SRIM 2003. The implantation was carried out at room temperature at the Orsay Nuclear and Mass Spectrometry Center [32], and the main characteristics are indicated in Table 3.

**Insert Table 3**

The ion energy values were selected to damage the material to depths compatible with the characterization tests used in this study (hardness, density, XRD, Raman spectroscopy) and to obtain a deposited nuclear or electronic energy per unit volume that was practically constant throughout the ion penetration depth. Multi-energy Au ion implantation at 1, 3.5 and 7 MeV was used to obtain a constant deposited nuclear energy to a depth of about 1.5 µm; under these conditions the deposited electronic energy was not constant. He ion
implantation (1.7 MeV) ensured a constant deposited electronic energy to a depth of 4 micrometers; in this case
damage due to elastic interactions was very limited within the first few micrometers. At the highest He ion
fluence levels the He concentration in the implantation peak reached significant values of about 2 at%.

2.3. Characterization

2.3.1. Density

Density variations in the implanted materials were determined by measuring the irradiation-induced step
height on the sample surface. A mask about 200 µm thick with two slits was placed over the sample prior to
irradiation. Ion implantation caused swelling or densification of the material, resulting in the appearance of steps
at the slit positions. This measurement method is described in detail in references [33-34].

The step height was measured using a Wyko white-light optical interferometer. Given the ion implantation
depth, density variations resulting from irradiation can then be determined:

\[ \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} = \frac{\Delta V}{V} = \frac{100 \times Z}{P} \]  

(3)

where \( Z \) is the step height in nanometers and \( P \) the ion implantation depth in nanometers. The depth
corresponds to the x-coordinate of the point at which the nuclear or electronic energy loss (\( E_{\text{nucl}} \) or \( E_{\text{elec}} \))
calculated by SRIM 2003 reaches 5% of the plateau value.

The volume expansion results obtained by this method are in good agreement with macroscopic swelling
measurements of actinide-doped materials [33], substantiating the validity of this measurement method.

2.3.2. Hardness measurement

The hardness of the monazite matrices was measured by Vickers microindentation on polished specimens
implanted with Au and He ions, by applying a 1 to 5 g load for 15 seconds at a rate of 0.100 N/s. The
microhardness was determined from the following relation:

\[ H_v = \frac{2F \sin \left( \frac{136}{2} \right)}{d^2} \]  

(4)

where \( H_v \) is the Vickers hardness (MPa), \( F \) the force applied (N), and \( d \) the mean length of the indentation
diagonal (mm). For each characterization the hardness represents the mean of ten measurements. Based on results
shown in Fig. 4, loads of less than 2 and 5 grams were used to measure microhardness variations on the samples
implanted with gold and helium ions, respectively, so as to indent only the irradiated zone.

Insert Figure 4
2.3.3. XRD measurement

Insert Figure 5

Analyses were carried out using a Philips diffractometer with radiation CuKα radiation (\(\lambda = 1.5425 \ \text{Å}\)) using a 0.18° parallel-plate collimator and a sealed proportional detector in the 20 range from 16 to 50° in 0.02° steps and a counting time of 110 s.

The samples were analyzed at grazing incidence to characterize only the irradiation-damaged thickness on the sample surface. Successive measurements determined an incidence angle (2.3°) for which the analysis is characteristic of the irradiated layer (Fig. 5). The lattice parameters were calculated with TOPAS with hkl-phase refinement in full-profile matching mode.

2.3.4. Raman measurements

Raman microspectrometry spectra were obtained using a Labram Raman spectrometer and CCD detector coupled with an Olympus optical microscope. The sample was illuminated by a YAG laser beam at a wavelength of 532 nm. A 100× objective and 1800 lines/mm grating were used. The spectra were recorded between 70 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1470 cm\(^{-1}\) with a spectral resolution of 2 cm\(^{-1}\). The structural data from the outer micrometers at the surface of the irradiated samples were determined by combining confocal Raman microscopy (with an axial resolution of 2 µm) with a motorized z-stage to obtain relative band profile variations.

3. Results

3.1. Ion implantation depth

The ion implantation depth estimated from SRIM 2003 simulations was about 1.5 µm in the case of irradiation with gold ions. The estimated value is in close agreement with the value measured by transmission electron microscopy on thin sections obtained by the Focused Ion Beam at the GFZ-Potsdam [35] technique on a La\(_{0.73}\)Ce\(_{0.27}\)PO\(_4\) sample irradiated at the highest fluence (Fig. 6).

Insert Figure 6

3.2. Swelling measurements

Irradiation by Au ions resulted in significant swelling of both ceramic matrices. The swelling saturated at about 8% for an irradiation fluence exceeding \(10^{14}\) at/cm\(^2\). Helium implantation caused slight swelling (about 0.8%) of the LaPO\(_4\) matrix (Fig. 7).

Insert Figure 7
3.3. Hardness measurements

Figure 10 summarizes the hardness values measured on the materials irradiated by gold and helium. The hardness of the materials irradiated by gold ions diminished, stabilizing at about 3000 MPa for a fluence exceeding $10^{14}$ at/cm$^2$ (i.e. $10^{11}$ keV/cm$^3$). The hardness variation for both monazite matrices was very similar. At the highest fluence $F_6$ (2.3 $\times$ $10^{15}$ at/cm$^2$) a hardness reduction of about 59% compared with the initial value was observed for both monazite matrices. Figure 10 shows that the hardness of the two matrices irradiated by helium ions did not vary beyond the measurement uncertainty range.

3.4. XRD measurements

The diffraction peaks of monazites LaPO$_4$ gradually disappeared as the gold ion fluence increased. Above the fluence $F_4$ ($9.3 \times 10^{13}$ at/cm$^2$), the structure diffraction peaks broadened and some reflections disappeared. Amorphization was practically complete at fluence $F_5$ ($7.2 \times 10^{14}$ at/cm$^2$). Au ion implantation thus destroyed the long-range crystalline order, whereas irradiation with helium ions had no effect. Table 4 indicates the unit cell volume versus the fluence, and the amorphous fraction for monazites irradiated with gold ions. Broadening of the diffraction peaks above fluence $F_1$ ($9.6 \times 10^{12}$ at/cm$^2$) made it impossible to determine the unit cell volume.

Insert Table 4

3.5. Raman measurements

Raman microspectrometry analyses were performed on pristine monazite and on gold-irradiated monazite. The signature of the four internal vibration modes of the PO$_4^{3-}$ phosphate group ($\nu_s$ between 950-1000 cm$^{-1}$; $\nu_{as}$ between 1020-1150 cm$^{-1}$; $\delta_s$ between 350-450 cm$^{-1}$; $\delta_{as}$ between 560-630 cm$^{-1}$ [36]) was effective regardless of the irradiation fluence (Fig. 8).

Insert Figure 8

According to Nasdala [37-38] and Seydoux-Guillaume [6] the loss of short-range order in the zircon compound (ZrSiO$_4$) is apparent in the Raman spectra in the form of broader bands shifted toward lower wave numbers. In our study, despite slight broadening of a few bands attributable to the measurement statistics ($\nu_s$ vibration), the peaks can be considered to remain narrow. The phosphate tetrahedra therefore do not appear to be affected by irradiation. The existence of these bands even at the highest fluence values when the crystalline order has disappeared shows that the material is not completely damaged. Irradiation with gold ions thus results in amorphization of the crystal lattice (long-range order) but does not locally destroy the PO$_4^{3-}$ polyhedra.
4. Discussion

4.1. Effect of the type of deposited energy on the behavior of monazite

4.1.1. Deposited electronic energy

As noted above, irradiation by helium ions is intended to simulate the impact of electronic interactions. No change in the structure of helium-implanted monazites was observed over the full experimental fluence range. The X-ray diffraction diagrams measured on monazites implanted with helium ions at fluence $F_3$ ($5.43 \times 10^{16}$ at/cm$^2$) were comparable to that of unimplanted monazite. Moreover, no significant change was observed in the hardness of the test samples. No monazite swelling was observed for deposited energy values below $7.5 \times 10^{22}$ keV$_{elec}$/cm$^3$. Slight swelling, however, less than 0.8%, was observed for the highest fluence corresponding to a deposited electronic energy of $2.8 \times 10^{23}$ keV$_{elec}$/cm$^3$. This volume expansion could perhaps be related to helium accumulation, which locally exceeded 2 at% (Table 3).

All these results show that energy losses through electronic interactions resulting from helium implantation do not affect the macroscopic, mechanical, and structural properties of monazite matrices within the experimental fluence range.

4.1.2. Deposited nuclear energy

As noted above, irradiation by gold ions is intended to simulate the impact of nuclear interactions. Gold ion implantation resulted in swelling of the monazite matrices by up to 8.1% at the highest fluence (Fig. 9). Moreover, X-ray diffraction diagrams showed amorphization of the monazite matrices under ion irradiation as the fluence increased.

The amorphous fraction and macroscopic swelling (Fig. 9) varied in similar fashion with the deposited nuclear energy. For a deposited nuclear energy level of $10^{21}$ keV/cm$^3$, the amorphous monazite fraction exceeded 90% and the structure volume expansion stabilized. The correlation between these two phenomena indicates that the ballistic processes which generate point defects, and thus amorphization, in monazite are responsible for these changes. This finding suggests another interpretation for the 0.8% volume expansion observed in monazite irradiated by ions He at the highest fluence (Fig. 7), which could be attributable to energy losses through nuclear interactions, which are no longer negligible near the end of the helium particle range.

Insert Figure 9

Finally, the hardness of monazite diminishes by about 59% with the deposited nuclear energy, and once again stabilizes for a deposited nuclear energy exceeding $5 \times 10^{20}$ keV$_{nucl}$/cm$^3$ (Fig. 10). The evolution of this property also appears to be related to the creation of point defects in the structure.
4.2. Irradiation stability of the phosphate group?

The results of this study showed that the deposited nuclear energy is responsible for amorphization of the monazite compound, but that this parameter does not affect the stability of the phosphate group. The same conclusion was reached by Tamain [41] on Thorium phosphate diphosphate compound Th₄(PO₄)₂P₂O₇ with phosphate groups. She showed that irradiation by 4 MeV gold ions resulted in amorphization of this structure, whereas—as with monazite—irradiation by helium ions did not lead to structural changes. The variation in the amorphous fraction calculated from diffraction diagrams was comparable to that observed for monazite (Fig. 11).

Insert Figure 11

Only nuclear effects modify the structural properties of Th₄(PO₄)₂P₂O₇ compounds at the tested fluence values. Irradiation of the same compounds with 840 MeV Kr ions led to amorphization of the material, but did not damage the P-O chemical bonds [41]. A similar result was also reported for actinide-doped monazites. The Raman spectra of ²⁴¹AmPO₄, ²⁴⁸CmPO₄, ²⁴⁹CfPO₄, ²⁴⁹BkPO₄ and ²⁵³EsPO₄ show well defined bands indicating conservation of the phosphate group [42] whereas ²⁴¹AmPO₄ is amorphous for doses of about 8.3 × 10¹⁷ α/g [16].

Work with M₁₀(XO₄)₆Y₂ phosphosilicates, where M = Ca²⁺, Sr²⁺, Pb²⁺ etc., XO₄= PO₄³⁻, VO₄³⁻, SiO₄⁴⁻ etc., and Y = F⁻, OH⁻, Cl⁻ etc., showed greater irradiation sensitivity at higher SiO₄/PO₄ ratios [43]. Studies of natural apatite also showed that minerals with high silicate content are more sensitive to irradiation [44]. Soulet attributes this result to the fact that the phosphate group in the structure favors annealing of the matrix by α irradiation [43]. Meldrum [39] also reported that MPO₄ phosphate compounds are characterized by lower annealing temperatures and activation energies than MSiO₄ silicate compounds; he attributed this difference to P-O bonds, much stronger and shorter than Si-O bonds [23].

5. Conclusion

Monazite matrices were irradiated with gold and helium ions to assess the relative effects of the resulting electronic and nuclear interactions. Only nuclear interactions led to major modifications of the matrix properties within the tested fluence range. A damage dose of 6.7 dpa resulted in 8.1% volume expansion, a 59% hardness
reduction, and amorphization of the test matrices, although Raman spectroscopy analysis showed that the phosphate groups were not affected. There appear to be two material damage levels, as observed for the phosphate compound $\text{Th}_4(\text{PO}_4)_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7$ irradiated by high-energy ions. The large-scale crystalline order is destroyed, while locally the chemical groups remain intact.

Although monazite become amorphous after irradiation, natural analogs and (La, An)PO$_4$ compounds remain crystallized. Further studies will be necessary to assess the behavior of monazite matrices under self-irradiation with lower dose rate. $^{238}\text{Pu}$-doped monazite-brabantite matrices (La$_{4-x-y}$Pu$_x$Ca$_y$Th$_{4-y}$PO$_{12}$) are currently being investigated in the Atalante DHA laboratory to monitor the effects of alpha decay damage on the physical properties of the matrices.
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Table 1. Properties of starting materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>LaPO₄</th>
<th>La₀.₇₃Ce₀.₂₇PO₄ from ref. [19]</th>
<th>LaPO₄ from ref. [19, 28]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometrical density (g·cm⁻³)</td>
<td>4.86 ± 0.04</td>
<td>4.73 ± 0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative density (%)</td>
<td>95 ± 1</td>
<td>92.5 ± 2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a (Å)</td>
<td>6.8396(4)</td>
<td>6.8253(8)</td>
<td>6.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b (Å)</td>
<td>7.0733(4)</td>
<td>7.0606(8)</td>
<td>7.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c (Å)</td>
<td>6.5112(4)</td>
<td>6.4953(5)</td>
<td>6.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β (°)</td>
<td>103.288(3)</td>
<td>103.318(5)</td>
<td>103.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (Å³)</td>
<td>306.57(2)</td>
<td>304.59(3)</td>
<td>306.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Fraction of initial energy transferred by ionization and electronic excitation \( (f_{\text{elec}}) \) and by ballistic processes \( (f_{\text{nucl}}) \) in actinide-doped monazite irradiated externally, based on SRIM 2003 simulations [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>La(<em>{0.87})Cm(</em>{0.006})Am(<em>{0.04})Ca(</em>{0.04})Np(_{0.04})PO(_4)</th>
<th>Externally irradiated LaPO(_4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recoil nucleus</td>
<td>( (100 \text{ keV}) )</td>
<td>( (5 \text{ MeV}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{\text{elec}} )</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{\text{nucl}} )</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. External irradiation characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>He irradiation (1.7 MeV)</th>
<th>$F'$</th>
<th>$F''$</th>
<th>$F'''$</th>
<th>$F''''$</th>
<th>$F'''''$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluence (at/cm$^2$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.09 $\times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>2.88 $\times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>6.30 $\times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>1.67 $\times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>5.43 $\times 10^{16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum implanted</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>1227</td>
<td>2684</td>
<td>7116</td>
<td>23137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration (ppm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{nucl} \times 10^{20}$ (keV/cm$^3$)*</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{elec} \times 10^{20}$ (keV/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Au irradiation (1, 3.5 &amp; 7 MeV)</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
<th>$F_2$</th>
<th>$F_3$</th>
<th>$F_4$</th>
<th>$F_5$</th>
<th>$F_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluence (at/cm$^2$)</td>
<td>9.6 $\times 10^{12}$</td>
<td>1.73 $\times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>3.8 $\times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>9.6 $\times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>7.2 $\times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>2.3 $\times 10^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum implanted</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration (ppm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{nucl} \times 10^{20}$ (keV/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{elec} \times 10^{20}$ (keV/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dpa</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $E_{nucl}$ was calculated for a mean nuclear damage depth of 2.7 µm as determined by Vickers microindentation.
Table 4. Mesh cell volume versus fluence and normalized area of diffraction peak (120) of LaPO$_4$ monazite compounds irradiated by gold ions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluence (at/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>9.6 x 10$^{12}$</th>
<th>3.8 x 10$^{13}$</th>
<th>9.6 x 10$^{14}$</th>
<th>7.2 x 10$^{14}$</th>
<th>2.3 x 10$^{15}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V$ (Å$^3$)</td>
<td>304.2 (5)</td>
<td>304.4 (2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I$_{120}$ cps</td>
<td>1726</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{amorph} = (I_{1120} - I_{120}) / I_{120}$</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. SEM image of LaPO₄ ceramic sintered for 4 h at 1450°C.
Figure 2: SEM image of La₀.₇₃Ce₀.₂₇PO₄ ceramic sintered for 4 h at 1450°C.
Figure 3. Integrated dose and number of dpa [29] versus time after disposal of a monazite-brabantite matrix, La₀.₇₃Cm₀.₀₀₆Am₀.₀₄Ca₀.₀₄Np₀.₀₄PO₄, corresponding to 10 oxide wt% minor actinides in the proportions found in the output flows from reprocessing of the benchmark spent fuel [20]. The shaded zone corresponds to the range simulated by external irradiation.
Figure 4. Vickers hardness variation versus applied load on a pristine monazite LaPO₄ implanted with Au ions with a fluence of 2.3 × 10¹⁵ at/cm².
Figure 5. (120) reflection versus incidence angle of monazite LaPO₄ irradiated by Au ions at highest fluence.
Figure 6. TEM-BF (Bright Field) image showing the thickness of the irradiated zone in a monazite La₀.₇₃Ce₀.₂₇PO₄ sample irradiated by gold ions at a fluence of 2.3 × 10¹⁵ cm⁻². The amorphous zone recrystallized under electron beam.
Figure 7. Volume expansion versus fluence in materials implanted with Au and He ions.
Figure 8. Raman microspectrometry spectra of pristine and gold-irradiated monazites.
Figure 9. Amorphous fraction and macroscopic swelling versus $E_{nucl}$ for LaPO₄ ceramic.
Figure 10. Hardness variations of materials implanted with Au and He ions versus $E_{nucl}$.
Figure 11. Comparison of amorphous fraction versus $E_{nucl}$ in LaPO₄ and (TPD) Th₄(PO₄)₄P₂O₇ ceramics.
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